“Not everything that counts can be counted, and
not everything that counts can be counted”
Albert Einstein
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N E E D S

OPERATIONS
Can we contact customers-debtors more efectively? Are my telephone
rates in line with competitors?

ANALYSES
There is a lot of data, but do I have the information to decide? I have a lot
of information about customers-debtors but do I use them efectively?
Can I manage even more volume with my current resources? I invest a
lot in data, but do all of my staf?

KNOWLEDGE
Resources that provide more knowledge improve things: how can I
support them? Does ile sharing cause me to lose opportunities and
take risks? How can I motivate and make my resources produce more?
Do my ofers properly represent my potential to the customer?

COMPLIANCE
Is my compliance efective and also sustainable? Do my Outsourcers
actually handle the practices as I would? At what price do I conform to
the standards required by our Clients?
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FROM ABROAD
CERTAINTY
CONFIDENTIALITY
TRANSFERANCE
KNOW HOW
EQUE RATES
IDEAS AND NEW
SOLUTIONS

DEDICATED
SOLUTIONS
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C H E C K U P
I WANT A CHECK-UP TO INCREASE MY EFFICIENCY
In a company that is already performing, sometimes it takes time and huge technological investments
to obtain further operational improvements. A series of simple new ideas and external solutions can
provide extra help: our improvement actions are concrete and will adapt to any business context with
an immediate and tangible return for the various operational areas.
•

Analysis, measurement and comparison of processes and operating practices with the best industry
standards

•

Experience and detailed suggestions to be applied to individual organizational and technological
company contexts

•

Improvement actions, immediately applicable models and reporting

•

Possibility to concentrate Check-Up on individual areas of interest

The Check-up is aimed at:
•

The presentation of the company concerned and the definition of the scope of intervention

•

In-depth analysis with the Managers of the Areas in question

•

Collection and preventive analysis of documentation and data already available

•

Release of the interventions to be carried out (operational and strategic) and of the available
support material (Models and Reports)

The Check-up can represent:
•

A solution of intervention in its own right: a way to get to know each other and to get to know
your company better and to achieve improvements quickly and economically

•

The starting point for developing wider interventions and projects on specific strategic areas
identified and defined during the Check-Up
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O P E R A T I ON S
S
DIALER STRATEGY: I WANT TO GET MAXIMUM FROM MY
DIALER, FROM SMS, FROM MAIL, FROM WHATSAPP
Each Dialer and every multi-channel platform has its own technical characteristics, its strengths and
areas for improvement. However, the results offered exclusively by the machine and the relative manuals
are not sufficient to maximize contact performance and productivity: with our direct experience of
Dialer Management we will analyze the potential that is not expressed and we will direct them towards
income.
•

IVR analysis, queue management, Inbound and Outbound flow capacity

•

Calling strategy (fixed and mobile numbers) and recall tactics

•

Scrambling of the numbers and management of the Inbound on outgoing numbers

•

Analysis of the multi-channel platform (SMS, Mail, WhatsApp) and improvement of contact strategy

•

Verification of any opportunistic or elusive behavior on the platform by the operators

•

Preparation or verification of reports on telephone activity (more effective schedules, shift work,

•

Compliance check of the various contact strategies (mute calls, Unirec limits)

•

CRM / Dialer integration plans

•

Models for the reclamation of the Database of telephone numbers based on the parameters of the

Capacity Plan)

National Numbering Plan and the results received by the Dialer

SAVING PHONES EXPENDITURE: I WANT TO REDUCE MY
EXPERTISE SHEETS
Various telephone providers daily knock at the doors of companies to propose new, theoretically more
competitive rates, to undermine competitors. Our approach starts from the analysis of volumes and
the breakdown of the individual cost items of the invoice to finally arrive at the real traffic data of the
switchboard. Our added value? The impartiality and the degree of detail of the analysis to stimulate
advantageous competition between current and potential suppliers and to eliminate any hidden costs.
•

Presence of unused lines / flows and unsolicited services

•

Unbalanced offers with respect to the actual traffic developed

•

Obsolete or non-competitive commercial offers, to be renegotiated with suppliers
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A N A L Y S E S
DASHBOARD: I WANT TO MEASURE MY PROCESSES TO
OPTIMIZE THEM AND TO ANTICIPATE MY DECISIONS
When data is needed, the process to generate them can be long and complex. We will take stock of
information assets, integrate them and automate their aggregation (Excel, Qlik, SQL). The company will
have flexible and usable dashboards to make decisions quickly and in depth: because what is needed
is information and not simply data.
•

KPIs (Workable Account, Penetration Rate, Spin Rate, Hit Rate, Abandon Rate, Managed and
Collected Account...)

•

Operational and performance benchmarks between work groups, products and competitors

•

Recovery projections

•

Margin analysis (Ebit and Ebitda) based on the main operating drivers to define the economic
convenience of a product, also for forecasting purposes (changes in pricing or volumes).

SCORING: I WANT TO KNOW CUSTOMERS-DEBTORS TO
INCREASE RECOVERY PROBABILITIES
With a small investment to organize the data, it is possible to structure a consistent Portfolio Scoring
Model. Before the start of processing, the potential turnover and the best strategies in terms of contact
methods and skills can be determined: the aim is to recover more and more, maximizing the efforts on
Customers-Debtors with high probability of recovery and high margins.
•

Creation of Scoring Models on a historical basis

•

Creation of models based on the analysis of data matrices with socio-economic-financial variables

•

Score generation through the Open Source R-Studio statistical software

•

Identification of clusters and definition of the best contact strategies

and with information taken from the info providers
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A N A L Y S E S
CAPACITY PLAN: I WANT TO MEASURE MY TEAMS IN ORDER
TO PUSH UP WHAT, WHEN, AND WHERE NEEDED
For any Company it is vital to find the economically optimal sizing of teams for effective management
of the actual volumes. It is also only by combining predictive and historical models that it is possible
to dynamically manage the operating support according to the hourly and daily workloads of each
product.
•

Analysis of the KPIs and the processing times of the operators on the CRM and on the telephone
platform

•

Possibility of forecasting capacity plans with daily, weekly and monthly intervals depending on the
needs linked to the contact strategy

•

Optimization of the management of Inbound call flows with a sizing based on the Erlang C. algorithm

•

Management of support activities between different teams

•

Management of holidays and additional work in the Operations area

THE CULTURE OF DATA: I WANT TO INCREASE THE
COMPETENCE OF ANALYSIS OF MY RESOURCES
In recent years, having a Business Analysis Team in-house represented a competitive advantage for any
company in the sector: today it is an indispensable condition for remaining in the market. The future
challenge instead is to train the individuals who produce and re-elaborate the data at all levels: we do
not propose just yet another Excel Course but a stimulus to the «The Culture of Data» within the entire
organization.
•

Skills mapping and needs analysis

•

Sessions dedicated to Supervisors, Team Leaders, Traffic Controllers, Support Offices

•

Level of depth that adapts to the needs and knowledge of the staff

•

Practical exercises based on the actual operational data of the Company to keep the interest alive

•

Classroom optimization of currently-used Excel files

and to put into practice what has been learned every day
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K N OW L E D G E
KNOWLEDGE BASE: I WANT MY STAFF TO ALWAYS BE
COMPETENT AND UPDATED
It is useless to deny it: the technologies, the optimization of the processes, the analysis of the data in
our sector are by now indispensable. However, it has always been the skills and abilities of the staff that
make the difference. With an effective and “controlled” information asset, operational errors, training
times, and eliminating hidden costs for moving operators from one product to another can be reduced:
a usable and effective Knowledge Base is needed because the resource is within hand’s reach of
“everything you need” to better manage the service.
•

Operating instructions and forms aligned with ISO 9001 standards (Authoring and Versioning Rules)

•

Availability and usability of information (Html or Cloud Solutions)

•

News effectively conveyed with agile but effective alerts

FILE SHARING: I WANT TO REORGANIZE THE CONTENTS OF
MY NETWORK DEFINITIVELY
Even corporate File Sharing can be another tool for awareness Knowledge Management: it must be
orderly, effective, and easily usable by all users. All with an eye on safety in access to protected or
restricted areas, stimulating content sharing in public areas.
•

Standardize the areas of interaction “on the net” between various business functions

•

Make the architecture of each team’s folders homogeneous to facilitate access to information by
Management and to facilitate any new entries

•

Unify the useful files disseminated within the folders of the individual teams into easily updatable
folders, making the previously “private” know-how available to the company community

•

Check the topicality and consistency of the access levels to the areas of the internal network to
safeguard the confidentiality of the documents

•

Optimize the backup of network resources by reserving it only to data considered important and
not obsolete
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K N OW L E D G E
SCORECARDS & INCENTIVES: I WANT TO ANALYZE MY
OPERATORS AND MAKE THEM PERFORM BETTER
Get the full knowledge of the resources: because “if you can’t measure them ... you can’t improve
them”. The Company will be able to take advantage of our models for the monitoring and growth of its
main resource: people. All models insist on integrated and automated data so that the organization is
autonomous and free to vary its measurement parameters and strategies over time.
•

Scorecard for the evaluation and comparison between the various operators (how much recovered,
telephone conversation and wrapup, management times, processed practices, promise reliability,
complaints) to customize training input in the areas of weakness of individual resources

•

Scorecard for the assessment of tax collection agents (capacity of the portfolio to be attributed in
terms of time of entrustment, performance on the funds recovered divided by lines, monitoring of
service quality)

•

Multiparameter incentive models to multiply the levers with which to monitor and motivate resources
to achieve results. The models can support the preparation of career plans.

TECHNICAL OFFERS: I NEED SUPPORT FOR A TECHNICAL
OFFER
Packages that are sustainable and adequate commercial proposals require Management to make a large
direct or coordinated effort on the various company actors. Our experience in technical and economic
offers guarantees an independent opinion or active support in the drafting of the offer: the proposal of
the Company will thus express its maximum commercial, technical and organizational potential.
•

Clarifications can be requested in advance by the Customer

•

Evaluation on the current possibility of technical-organizational realization

•

Evaluation of economic convenience and optimal sizing

•

Effective description of the technological and organizational solutions proposed
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C OM P L I A N C E
STANDARDS & RULES: I WANT A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW
FOR MY COMPLIANCE
The growing regulatory complexity and its interconnection with technological development now require
significant investment for the composition of mixed teams with different skills. Our comprehensive and
multidisciplinary screening of operating practices aims to ensure reliable compliance while at the same
time reducing the impact on operational efficiency as much as possible.
•

Privacy Authority (Mute calls and GDPR)

•

Competition and Market Authority and TLC Guarantor Authority (Roc Register)

•

Unirec-Consumers Forum

•

Bank of Italy and Anti-Money Laundering

•

Preparation of complaint management tools

OUTSOURCERS: I NEED TO MONITOR MY OUTSOURCER
Using one or more partners can be dictated by your business model, by cost choices or by a series of
contingent needs. In any case, our goal is to create a multi-faceted monitoring system that allows us to
have the maximum degree of control over the outsourcer’s activity to assess the quality of its work and
its unexpressed potential: these people, when, appropriately stimulated and guided, can produce value
for both parties.
•

Outsourcing and re-internalization processes

•

Verification of contractual conditions and compliance

•

KPIs and sizing

On-site audit: infrastructure, security, work organization

COMMITTEES: THE CUSTOMER’S REQUESTS ARE BECOMING
MORE COMPLEX
Working with «Third Parties» it is possible to risk a business’ reputation and the search for maximum
efficiency leads those who outsource the recovery activity to impose ever more penetrating controls and
procedures: balancing customer satisfaction and the risk of creating internally «many small companies
»Can conceal significant productivity losses and hidden costs. Our support activity takes the form of:
•

Support for the onboarding of new services

•

Adherence to contractual conditions and management methods

•

Preparation of the required reports

•

Assistance during Audits conducted by the Client
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WH A T

S E T S U S A P A R T

We want to provide a truly “client-centric” service tailored to your needs: no pre-packaged
solutions.
Fair prices, and only linked to activities that create value for the Customer with competitive
one-off costs compared to “stable employment”.
We only carry out tasks for which we have the skills and experience necessary to achieve
the Customer’s objectives without risk: we only do what we do well.
A proitable and concrete support activity: no mountain of meetings, slides, or charts,
but a specialized consultancy closely integrated with the final operational intervention. We
do it together with you!
We have deep knowledge of the problems and the importance of the “recovery world” and
we are ready to give your Company even more impetus with new ideas and solutions with
an immediate and valuable return
A point of view external to the Company which, with targeted and contextualised
interventions, can improve processes or detect and resolve critical issues.
We guarantee the corporate team a high transfer speed of our know-how, which is the
essential condition to maintain the results achieved over time: good consultants pass, your
resources grow!

START GETTING TO KNOW US NOW...
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M I C H E L E F A L E O
In 2008 Michele earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Applied
Mathematics in Statistics and Economics in Perugia. His
thesis “Use of Belief Functions for Climate Change Estimation”
consolidates his strong interest in statistical analysis.
From 2010 to 2017 he was Business Analysis Supervisor in the
Maran Group and dealt with Data Analysis and Reporting (KPIs,
Custom Report, Incentive and Scoring models ...). He also took care
of the Dialer platform from its birth and throughout its continuous
development.
In 2013 he obtained the Upper Intermediate Level Certiicate
for the English language through EF Education First, improving
his language skills previously gained during the Erasmus Plan in
Prague (University of Economics).
In 2016 in Perugia he graduated in Mathematics - Computational
Computer Science. His experience in Maran contributed to his final
paper entitled “Statistical Analysis of Data on Credit Recovery”. The
resulting creditworthiness scoring model was immediately applied
successfully to recovery strategies in Phone Collection.
In 2016 he attended the La Sapienza University of Rome, in two
Advanced R and R Studio Courses. The Open Source Software
dedicated to statistical processing allows it to develop increasingly
accurate, innovative and consistent analysis models
In 2017 he attended a SQL Server Course at PuntoNet with which
he improved and deepened his skills regarding relational databases
to cooperate even more profitably with the IT department in the
creation of the corporate Datawarehouse
In 2018 Michele worked as a Business Analyst in AxactorItaly
where he extended and applied his analytical skills to the world
of NPL debt collection in a dynamic and international corporate
context.
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G I A N MA R C O
In 2002 graduated in Political Science - Political Economic
Address - in Perugia. His Degree Thesis in Administrative Law “The
impact analysis of regulation” focused on the issues of cost-benefit
analysis of regulatory interventions: the rigor of law meets and
clashes with the rigor of numbers.
In 2003 he attended the Post-graduate Master in Public and
Institutional Communication (University of Perugia, Public
Administration School “Villa Umbra” and Italian Association of Public
Communication). The themes of the P.A. and the new technologies
brought him into contact for the first time with the world of
Customer Satisfaction, and in particular, the Contact Centers.
From 2005 to 2008 Gianmarco was Operations Manager of the
Single Number 075 075 075, one of the first integrated Contact
Center experiences between the Municipality of Perugia, Asl 2,
Gesenu, Sipa: he dealt with the implementation of the Dialer
platform and the CRM, of the Internal Knowledge Base, with
relations with institutions, with the management of the operators
and, if necessary, managed some calls to do “Applied Customer
Satisfaction” and give a hand to his Team.
In 2008 he obtained a Master’s in Management of Small and
Medium Enterprises (Training Systems of Confindustria Umbria and
Entrepreneurial Training Center): management control, organization
of production processes, finance, and productive decentralization
complete his legal, economic and “communicative” base.
From 2009 to 2017 his experience in the world of the Call
Centers led him to be Head of Business Analysis of the Maran
Group where he contributed to implementing the monitoring
and measurement systems, the Dialer platform and CRM. In 2011
Gianmarco became SA8000 Auditor (C.I.S.E Course, SAAS
accredited, Social Accountability Accreditation Services) and
Auditor / Head of Audit Systems Quality Management Systems
(ANGQ National Quality Assurance Association).
In 2018 he acquired further skills as a Business Analyst in
AxactorItaly: a multinational company where NPL management
under the 106 TUB regime completed his experience as applied to
Credit Recovery
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T A B O R I T I

C O N T A C T S
MICHELE FALEO

GIANMARCO TABORITI

Credit Collection Consultant

Credit Collection Consultant

Data Analyst - Dialer Manager

Data Analyst - Dialer Manager - Auditor

www.tableo.it

www.tableo.it

michele.faleo@tableo.it

gianmarco.taboriti@tableo.it

+39 320.62.62.567

+39 391.42.69.460

Michele Faleo - Tableo

Gianmarco Taboriti - Tableo

Michele Faleo

Gianmarco Taboriti

Via Volontariato 20 - Bastia U. (PG)
P. IVA 03635390549

Via Marignoli 1 - Spoleto (PG)
P. IVA 03635370541
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WEBSITE: WWW.TABLEO.IT
EMAIL: INFO@TABLEO.IT

